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Sherrilyn Kenyon Chronicles Of Nick Illusion
From the #1 bestselling author of the Dark-Hunters comes an all new tale her fans have been
waiting almost two decades to read. A post-apocalyptic tale unlike any you ever seen: The
virus ran swiftly on the hot summer breeze. Unseen. Unheard. Unknown. It swept through the
entire earth in a matter of months, having mercy on no one. Young—old—it didn’t matter.
Brought to us by the Drabs, it was the last thing we expected. But the Drabs knew. They even
fought a war over whether or not they should save us. In the end, it was decided that we were
diseased insects who were unfit to breathe their air. Our air. So they left the human race to die
a miserable death of agonizing pain in a matter of months. Left us with no doctors or medicine.
Their plan was to rid the earth of us and to take our home as their own. What they never
expected was the change that would come after the plague. We didn’t all die off as they’d
planned. Those under the age of twenty somehow managed to survive the disease. We
managed to hide ourselves while our bodies changed. Still human, but now something else.
Something more powerful and more intuitive. More pissed off. Now possessed of magical
powers and abilities beyond belief, we’re still here on this earth, and we’re not leaving. This is
our home. Our planet. Drabs take note and learn to be afraid. You’ve had a hundred years
here on earth, but now your time here is done. You called us rodents. Insects. Diseased
animals. The scraps of humanity—and that, my Drab friend, we certainly are. But what you
should have realized is that you can’t kill a Scrap. Humanity isn’t dead. Not by a long shot.
We still have our soldiers and we have our conviction. Most of all, we have hope. And we will
win in the end. Whatever it takes. Whatever it costs. We won’t allow you to take our planet
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from us. So count your days, Drabs. The war is on. This edition also contains the short story
The Witch of Endor.
In shadowy back alleys, crumbling brownstones, and gleaming skyscrapers, cities harbor
unique forms of terror. Here lie malicious ghosts, cursed buildings, malignant deities, and
personal demons of every kind. Twenty of today’s most talented writers bend their skills
toward the darkness, creating brand-new tales guaranteed to keep you awake at night—
especially if you live in the dark cities. Far worse than mythical creatures such as vampires and
werewolves, these are horrors that lurk in the places you go every day—where you would never
expect to find them. But they are there, and now that you know, you’ll never again walk the
streets alone.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon returns with Shadow Fallen, a brandnew entry in her Dream-Hunter series. For centuries, Ariel has fought the forces of evil. Her
task was to protect the souls of innocent mortals when they die. Captured by a powerful
sorceress, she is transformed into a human who has no memory of her real life or calling. And
is plunked into the middle of the Norman invasion of England. Cursed the moment he was born
with a "demonic deformity," Valteri wants nothing of this earth except to depart it and will do his
duty to his king until then. When a strange noblewoman is brought before him, Valteri realizes
he has met her before...in his dreams. When others come for her, bringing with them
preternatural predators, he is faced with a destiny he had no idea was waiting. One he wants
no part of. The truth is that Valteri isn’t just a knight of William the Conqueror. He is the son of
one of the deadliest powers in existence, and if he doesn’t restore Ariel to her place, she is not
the only one who will be in peril. The world itself hangs in the balance, and he is the necessary
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key to hold back the powers of evil. But only if he can find a way to work with the woman who
stands for everything in the universe he hates. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
"Just when Nick thinks he's finally gotten a handle on how not to take over the world and
destroy it, Death returns with an all-star cast that is determined to end the Malachai reign and
lineage forever. Worse? Death and War have found the one, true enemy Nick can't find, and
even if he did, it's one he could never bring himself to banish or kill. Now framed for murders
he hasn't committed, and surrounded by new friends who might be turncoats, Nick is learning
fast how his father went down in flames"--Back of jacket.
InfamousChronicles of NickSt. Martin's Griffin
Dark Cities
The Chronicles of Nick
Night Pleasures
Inferno
Susan Michaels was once the hottest reporter on the Beltway Beat until a major scandal
ruined her life and left her writing stories about alien babies and Elvis sightings. Life as she
once knew it is over, or so she thinks, but then she gets a lead on a story that could salvage
her extinct career. She heads to the local animal shelter, expecting a hot news tip, which she
gets in the form of a major police cover-up . . . for a ring of soul-sucking vampires out to take
over Seattle. So much for saving her credibility. And if that isn't bad enough, she gets talked
into adopting a cat and finds she's allergic to it. A cat that turns out to be a shapeshifter who
claims to be an immortal vampire slayer on the prowl for the same corrupt cops. Her first
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thought: seek professional help. But as Susan's drawn into Ravyn's dark and dangerous world,
she comes to realize that there's a lot more at stake than just her defunct career. Now it's no
longer a question of bringing the truth to her readers; it's a matter of saving their very lives
and souls. Ravyn's life was shattered over four hundred years ago, when he mistakenly
trusted the wrong human with the truth of his existence. He lost his family, his honor, and his
life. Now, in order to save the people of Seattle, he's forced to confront that nightmare all over
again, and to trust another woman with the secret that could destroy him. In the world of the
Dark-Hunters, life is always dangerous. But never more so than now; when a very human
woman can shatter their entire world with just one story. The only question is . . . will she?
It s a demon-eat-demon world for Nick Gautier. Just when he thinks he s finally gotten a
handle on how not to take over the world and destroy it, Death returns with an all-star cast
that is determined to end the Malachai reign and lineage forever. Worse? Death and War have
found the one, true enemy Nick can t find, and even if he did, it s one he could never bring
himself to banish or kill. Now framed for murders he hasn t committed, and surrounded by
new friends who might be turncoats, Nick is learning fast how his father went down in flames.
The heat in New Orleans is rising fast, and Nick s threat level has gone into a whole new
level of intensity. He s learning fast that when War and Death decide to battle, they don t
take prisoners. They don t negotiate. And they re both immune to his biting sarcasm and
Cajun charm. To win this, he will have to embrace a new set of powers, but one wrong step
and he will belong to the side of Darkness, forever. Praise for Chronicles of Nick: Illusion
[is] another great story. The humour [is] spot on… great balance between action and
storytelling. ‒ Total Book Geek on Illusion [Chock] full of action, suspense, emotion,
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Nick s perfectly timed humour and sarcasm, friends coming together to help one another,
danger and peril at every turn, and of course Kenyon s brilliant world-building, character
creations, and imagination that make you forget you are reading a work of fiction. ‒The
Reading Café on Instinct Nick never ceases to amaze me. …My words don't do him justice.
You won't understand until you read the book. So read the book, please? You won't regret
it. ―My Not So Salient Life on Instinct The perfect amount of action, snark and intriguing
character development. ―Teen Library on Instinct
Fourteen-year-old Nick Gautier doesn't have it easy. With a single mom struggling to make
ends meet, his secondhand clothes aren't exactly making him popular with the "in" crowd at
school. No, Nick fits in much better on the streets of New Orleans-at least until his so-called
friends turn on him! Rescued by the mysterious Kyrian of Thrace, Nick suddenly finds himself
indoctrinated into a bizarre supernatural world, that of the Dark-Hunters, where he discovers
that life isn't nearly so "normal" as it once seemed. Zombified classmates and flesh-hungry
demons are bad enough, but it's the dark hints about Nick's own future that are the most
troubling things of all...
Determined to solve an ancient mystery, a woman undertakes a forbidden quest that pits her
against the Dark-Hunter leader and proud god Acheron, with whom she joins forces when
ancient guardians and old enemies threaten both of them. Reprint.
Being a teen is never easy... Zombies, demons, vampires, shapeshifters-another day in the life
of sixteen-year-old Nick Gautier-and those are just his friends. But now that he's accepted the
demon that lives inside him, he must learn to control it and temper the very emotions that
threaten the lives of everyone he cares for. Something that's hard to do while trying to stay
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off the menus of those who want his head on a platter. And no one wants him more than the
dark gods who created his race. Now that they know where he is, they will stop at nothing to
reclaim him. And without knowing it, Nick has just embraced the one person he should never
have trusted. The one person who will hand him over to his enemies to get back the life they
lost. Nick has finally accepted his fate, now he must learn to defy his destiny, and the dark,
deadly forces that will stop at nothing to destroy everyone he loves so that they can again
return to the world of man and own it, in the next Chronicles of Nick novel, Instinct, from #1
New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon.
Sanctuary
The Dark-Hunters: Infinity
Night Embrace
Chronicles of Nick

BOOK ONE IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES One of Time
Magazine’s 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time One of Time Magazine’s 100 Best YA
Books of All Time Instant New York Times bestseller From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sabaa Tahir Amazon's Best Young Adult Book of 2015 People's
Choice Award winner - Favorite Fantasy Bustle's Best Young Adult Book of 2015 “This
novel is a harrowing, haunting reminder of what it means to be human — and how hope
might be kindled in the midst of oppression and fear.” — The Washington Post “An
Ember in the Ashes could launch Sabaa Tahir into JK Rowling territory…It has the
addictive quality of The Hunger Games combined with the fantasy of Harry Potter and
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the brutality of Game of Thrones.”—Public Radio International "An Ember in the Ashes
glows, burns, and smolders—as beautiful and radiant as it is searing."—Huffington Post
“A worthy novel – and one as brave as its characters.” —The New York Times Book
Review Laia is a slave. Elias is a soldier. Neither is free. Under the Martial Empire,
defiance is met with death. Those who do not vow their blood and bodies to the
Emperor risk the execution of their loved ones and the destruction of all they hold dear.
It is in this brutal world, inspired by ancient Rome, that Laia lives with her grandparents
and older brother. The family ekes out an existence in the Empire’s impoverished
backstreets. They do not challenge the Empire. They’ve seen what happens to those
who do. But when Laia’s brother is arrested for treason, Laia is forced to make a
decision. In exchange for help from rebels who promise to rescue her brother, she will
risk her life to spy for them from within the Empire’s greatest military academy. There,
Laia meets Elias, the school’s finest soldier—and secretly, its most unwilling. Elias
wants only to be free of the tyranny he’s being trained to enforce. He and Laia will soon
realize that their destinies are intertwined—and that their choices will change the fate of
the Empire itself.
Sherrilyn Kenyon's most highly-anticipated novel in the New York Times bestselling
Dark-Hunter series since Acheron is here—the unforgettable story of Styxx, Acheron's
twin brother and one of the most powerful beings on earth Just when you thought
doomsday was over . . . Centuries ago Acheron saved the human race by imprisoning
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an ancient evil bent on absolute destruction. Now that evil has been unleashed and it is
out for revenge. As the twin to Acheron, Styxx hasn't always been on his brother's side.
They've spent more centuries going at each other's throats than protecting their backs.
Now Styxx has a chance to prove his loyalty to his brother, but only if he's willing to
trade his life and future for Acheron's. The Atlantean goddess of Wrath and Misery,
Bethany was born to right wrongs. But it was never a task she relished. Until now. She
owes Acheron a debt that she vows to repay, no matter what it takes. He will join their
fellow gods in hell and nothing is going to stop her. But things are never what they
seem, and Acheron is no longer the last of his line. Styxx and Acheron must put aside
their past and learn to trust each other or more will suffer. Yet it's hard to risk your own
life for someone who once tried to take yours, even when it's your own twin, and when
loyalties are skewed and no one can be trusted, not even yourself, how do you find a
way back from the darkness that wants to consume the entire world? One that wants to
start by devouring your very soul?
Think you have a lot of pressure on your shoulders? Nick Gautier was born to bring
about the end of the world . . . it's not easy being the heir of a demon overlord. But Nick
is determined to thwart his destiny and get into a good college. To be more than his
genetics and prophecy foretell. No one is ever going to tell this stubborn Cajun who and
what he really is. Or how to live his life. Not even the Fates of the Universe. But now
that he and his team of ancient gods and demons have claimed the Eye of Ananke and
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he sees the missteps of the future, he has to battle the demons within that are far
deadlier and more treacherous than any he's battled before. All the while his arch
nemesis is back and determined to reclaim his place as the harbinger for Armageddon.
Even if it means killing Nick and barbecuing everyone he loves to do so.
A is for Akri, and B is for…barbecue! Learn the Alphabet Simi-style! Join everyone’s
favorite adorable little demon from Sherrilyn Kenyon’s Dark-Hunters as she explores
the alphabet in her own unique and colorful way in this delightful new children’s book.
Simi is one of the most recognized and adored characters from Kenyon’s Nick
Chronicles and Dark-Hunters . Now you can join her for a thrilling adventure unlike
any other as she explores the world of Dark-Hunter while learning her alphabet. This
picture book showcases the imaginative artwork of the Dabel Brothers and the artist
Juno, and features all your most beloved Dark-Hunter characters, including Acheron,
Menyara, Nick, and even some of the villains. Menyons of all ages will be enchanted by
this brilliant new look into the Dark-Hunters universe. It’s the Simi book fans have
been clamoring for, and one they can enjoy with their kids for generations to come!
Be careful what you wish for... You just might get it. Nick Gautier is tired of his destiny.
He doesn't want to be the son of a demon who's fated to end the world. Nor does he
want to see another demon or other preternatural creature who wants to kill or enslave
him. He just wants to be normal and have normal problems like everyone else. But
normality isn't all it's cracked up to be. When he gets sucked into an alternate reality
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where his mother has married his mentor and his Atlantean god best friend has become
a human geek, he begins to understand that no life is free of pain, and that every
person has a specific place in the universe... Even the son of a hated demon. Most of
all, he sees that his powers aren't the curse he thought they were, and that the world
needs a champion, especially one its enemies can't imagine rising up to defend the
ones he should destroy. Old enemies and new friends square off for a major battle that
will either restore Nick to his real world, or end him forever.
The Simi's ABCs
Fear the Darkness
Number 1 in series
Infamous

When teenager Nick Gautier was saved from almost-certain
death by a mysterious warrior, he had a feeling his life was
set to change. Fighting the undead has taken the place of
fighting with his teachers (well . . . almost) and Nick is
learning to rely on his powers to protect the world from
evil he could never before have imagined. Then, just when he
thought things couldn't get any worse, he wakes up to find
himself enslaved in a world of shapeshifters and demons out
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to claim his soul. He's being groomed by the darkest of
powers and if he doesn't learn how to raise the dead by the
end of the week, he will become one of them . . .
It's a demon-eat-demon world . . . Just when Nick Gautier
thinks he's finally gotten a handle on how not to take over
the world and destroy it, Death returns with an all-star
cast that is determined to end the Malachai reign and
lineage forever. Worse? Death and War have found the one,
true enemy Nick can't find, and even if he did, it's one he
could never bring himself to banish or kill. Now framed for
murders he hasn't committed, and surrounded by new friends
who might be turncoats, Nick is learning fast how his father
went down in flames. The heat in New Orleans is rising fast,
and Nick's threat-level has gone into a whole new level of
intensity. He's learning quickly that when War and Death
decide to battle, they don't take prisoners. They don't
negotiate. And they're immune to both his biting sarcasm and
Cajun charm. To win this, he will have to embrace a new set
of powers, but one wrong step and he will belong to the side
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of Darkness, forever. The eighth book in bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon's fantasy YA series featuring Nick Gautier
from the Dark-Hunter world
Chronicles of Nick bundle From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Sherrilyn Kenyon come the first three books in the
Chronicles of Nick series, now in one amazing bundle. Being
a teenager can be tough – and that’s even before you add all
the werewolves, vampires, and paranormal goings-on that
complicate Nick Gautier’s life. But when the world is in
jeopardy, Nick has to take charge if he wants to keep his
friends, and himself, safe from harm...and somehow find the
time to do his homework too... Infinity At fourteen, Nick
Gautier thinks he knows everything about the world around
him.. . .until he is sucked into the realm of the DarkHunters: immortal demon slayers who risk everything to save
humanity. Invincible Nick wakes up to find himself enslaved
to a world of shapeshifters and demons out to claim his
soul. But more than that, he's being groomed by the darkest
of powers and if he doesn't learn how to raise the dead by
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the end of the week, he will become one of them... Infamous
Nick is on the brink of becoming either the greatest hero
mankind has ever known, or he'll be the one who ends the
world. With enemies new and old gathering forces, he will
have to call on every part of himself to fight or he'll lose
everyone he cares about.
Teenager Nick Gautier thinks he knows everything.
Streetwise, tough and savvy, his quick sarcasm is renowned.
But his whole world is suddenly turned upside down on the
night his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a
mysterious warrior, Nick is sucked into the realm of the
Dark-Hunters - immortal vampire-slayers who risk everything
to save humanity - and he quickly learns that the human
world is only a veil for a much larger and more dangerous
one that's filled with all kinds of evil. However, before he
can even learn the rules of this new world, his fellow
students start turning into flesh-eating members of the
undead. Nick knows he's in real danger and he soon has a lot
more to deal with than starting high school: he's under
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pressure to hide his new friends from his mother and his
chainsaw from the principal while trying to impress the girl
he has a crush on - all without getting grounded,
suspended...or killed.
At fourteen, Nick Gautier thinks he knows everything about
the world around him. Streetwise, tough, and savvy, his
quick sarcasm is the stuff of legends. . .until the night
when his best friends try to kill him. Saved by a mysterious
warrior who has more fighting skills than Chuck Norris, the
teenaged Nick is sucked into the realm of the Dark-Hunters:
immortal vampire slayers who risk everything to save
humanity. Nick quickly learns that the human world is only a
veil for a much larger and more dangerous one: a world where
the captain of the football team is a werewolf and the girl
he has a crush on goes out at night to stake the undead. But
before he can even learn the rules of this new world, his
fellow students are turning into flesh-eating zombies--and
he's next on the menu. As if starting high school isn't hard
enough. . .now Nick has to hide his new friends from his
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mom, his chain saw from the principal, and keep the zombies
and the demon Simi from eating his brains, all without
getting grounded or suspended. How in the world is he
supposed to do that?
Chronicles of Nick, Books 1-3
Adventures with Dark-Hunters
Styxx
Infinity
Hiring the irresistible Alix Garran to be his spaceship engineer, gambler Devyn Kell is drawn to her
despite her troubled past and desires for an uncomplicated new life, until they both find themselves
running from the authorities. Original.
A #1 "New York Times"-bestselling author delivers the second novel of her new teen series--a spinoff from the blockbuster Dark-Hunter series.
Skeptic photographer Josette reluctantly takes employment with a paranormal group before being
drawn to condemned immortal Cadegan, whose inner demon is determined to consume Josette's
soul.
Stryker, the adopted brother of the Dark-Hunter Acheron, prepares to lead an army of demons and
vampires against the entire human race and annihilate the Dark-Hunters, but the arrival of his exwife Zephyra throws his plans awry.
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A latest entry in the best-selling series finds a battle-weary Nick pulled into an alternate reality where
his mother has married his mentor and his Atlantean god best friend is a human geek who helps
Nick realize the relative nature of pain and the benefits of his powers.
Intensity
No Mercy
Dragonsworn
Son of No One
As he learns new powers, sixteen-year-old Nick leans towards the dark
side and glimpses his future.
Centuries ago, Illarion was betrayed– a dragon made human against his
will, then forced to serve humanity as a dragonmount in their army, and
to fight for them in barbaric wars, even while he hated everything about
them. Enslaved and separated from everyone he knew and from his own
dragon brothers, he was forced into exile in a fey realm where he lost the
only thing he ever really loved. Now he has a chance to regain what’s
been lost— to have the one thing he covets most. But only if he gives up
his brothers and forsakes the oaths he holds most dear. Yet what terrifies
him most isn’t the cost his happiness might incur, it’s the fact that there
is just enough human in his dragon’s heart that he might actually be
willing to pay it and betray everything and everyone– to see the entire
world burn in Dragonmark, the next blockbuster Dark-Hunter novel by #1
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New York Timesbestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon.
The world has fallen in love with Nick Gautier and the Dark-Hunters. Now
Nick's saga continues in the next eagerly anticipated volume . . . Turning
sixteen isn't what Nick Gautier thought it would be. While other boys his
age are worried about prom dates and applying for college, Nick is neck
deep in enemies out to stop him from living another day. No longer sure
if he can trust anyone, his only ally seems to be the one person he's been
told will ultimately kill him. Those out to get him have summoned an
ancient force so powerful even the gods fear it. As Nick learns to
command and control the elements, the one he must master in order to
combat his latest foe is the one most likely to destroy him. If he is to
survive this latest round, he will ultimately have to sacrifice a part of
himself.
The world has fallen in love with Nick Gautier and the Dark-Hunters. Now
Nick's saga continues in the next eagerly anticipated volume... Go to
school. Get good grades. Stay out of trouble. That's the mandate for most
kids. But Nick Gautier isn't the average teenager. He's a boy with a
destiny not even he fully understands. And his first mandate is to stay
alive while everyone, even his own father, tries to kill him. He's learned
to annihilate zombies and raise the dead, divination and clairvoyance, so
why is learning to drive and keep a girlfriend so dang hard? But that isn't
the primary skill he has to master. Survival is. And in order to survive, his
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next lesson makes all the others pale in comparison. He is on the brink of
becoming either the greatest hero mankind has ever known. Or he'll be
the one who ends the world. With enemies new and old gathering forces,
he will have to call on every part of himself to fight or he'll lose everyone
he cares about. Even himself.
Nick Gautier has enough trouble dealing with normal teenage problems:
avoiding getting pummeled at school, talking to girls, staying out of
trouble. Now Nick is facing a whole new world of challenges. As his
powers develop, Nick sees supernatural (and potentially dangerous)
creatures everywhere he looks. With the help of his Uncle Ambrose-who
is actually Nick's future self communicating his thoughts across time-and
his new tutor-the Grim Reaper-Nick must learn to control his abilities and
elude the dark powers that seek to control him...
An Ember in the Ashes
The Guardian
Acheron
Number 4 in series
A beautiful werewolf and her ferocious protector face deadly enemies and dark desires in a
supernatural romance by the New York Times bestselling author. Cassie is a werewolf prophet
blessed with visions that portend the fate of the world. A rare and delicate creature, she must be
protected at all costs. Enter Caine, a powerful cur turned pureblooded Were whose recent tangles
with a demon lord have left him in serious need of redemption. Caine is duty-bound to keep Cassie
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out of danger—and that includes resisting his potent urge to seduce her. As Cassie's mysterious
visions lead them in and out of danger, Caine becomes increasingly certain that he has found his
true mate. Cassie is charmed and frightened by Caine's magnetism. But she can't afford to doubt
Caine now. A deadly enemy bent on destruction is closer than they realize—and only they can keep
chaos from ruling the world.
Shape-shifter Dev Peltier and Dark-Hunter Samia fall in love in spite of Samia's painful history as
a betrayed Amazon warrior and the presence of old and new enemies in New Orleans.
Nick Gautier's day just keeps getting better and better. Yeah, he survived the zombie attacks, only
to wake up and find himself enslaved to a world of shapeshifters and demons out to claim his soul.
Being a teenager is no picnic either. His new principal thinks he's even more of a hoodlum than
the last one, his coach is trying to recruit him to things he can't even mention, and the girl he's not
seeing, but is, has secrets that terrify him. But more than that, he's being groomed by the darkest
of powers, and if he doesn't learn how to raise the dead by the end of the week, he will become one
of them...
Enjoy Nine Original Fan Fiction tales set in the Hunterverse with a Foreword by Sherrilyn
Kenyon. Over a century ago, the Peltier clan came to New Orleans and established one of the bestknown Limanis in the world. Now out of the shadows of their past, the present, and the future,
readers will be treated to stories from fans of Sherri's as they dip their pens into the realms of the
Dark-Hunters, Were-Hunters, and Dream-Hunters. Join us for this exciting collection of short
stories set at Sanctuary that are sure to entertain!
Teenager Nick Gautier thinks he knows everything. Streetwise, tough and savvy, his quick
sarcasm is renowned. But his whole world is suddenly turned upside down on the night his best
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friends try to kill him. Saved by a mysterious warrior, Nick is sucked into the realm of the DarkHunters - immortal vampire-slayers who risk everything to save humanity - and he quickly learns
that the human world is only a veil for a much larger and more dangerous one that's filled with all
kinds of evil. However, before he can even learn the rules of this new world, his fellow students
start turning into flesh-eating members of the undead. Nick knows he's in real danger and he soon
has a lot more to deal with than starting high school: he's under pressure to hide his new friends
from his mother and his chainsaw from the principal while trying to impress the girl he has a
crush on - all without getting grounded, suspended...or killed. ***Also available as a manga
adaptation***
Shadow Fallen
Instinct
Insurrection
Invision
Dear Reader, Life is great for me. I have my chicory coffee, my warm beignets, and my best friend on
the cell phone. Once the sun goes down, I am the baddest thing prowling the night: I command the
elements, and I know no fear. For centuries, I've protected the innocent and watched over the mankind,
making sure they are safe in a world where nothing is ever certain. All I want in return is a hot babe in a
red dress, who wants nothing more from me then one night. Instead, I get a runaway Mardi Gras float
that tries to turn me into roadkill and a beautiful woman who saves my life but can't remember where
she put my pants. Flamboyant and extravagant, Sunshine Runningwolf should be the perfect woman for
me. She wants nothing past tonight, no ties, no long-term commitments. But every time I look at her, I
start yearning for dreams that I buried centuries ago. With her unconventional ways and ability to baffle
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me, Sunshine is the one person I find myself needing. But for me to love her would mean her death. I am
cursed never to know peace or happiness-not so long as my enemy waits in the night to destroy us both.
--Talon of the Morrigantes
The breathtaking Dark-Hunters saga continues with Dragonsworn—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Sherrilyn Kenyon There is nothing in the universe the cursed dragon, Falcyn, hates more than
humanity . . . except Greek humans. In a war he wanted no part of, they systematically destroyed
everything he’d ever cared for. Now he waits for the day when evolution will finally rid him of the
human vermin. Medea was born the granddaughter of the Greek god Apollo, and among the first of his
people that he cursed to die. But she will not let anyone rule her life. Not even her notorious grandfather.
And when Apollo sends a new plague to destroy what remains of her people, she refuses to stand by and
watch him take everything she loves from her again. This time, she knows of a secret weapon that can
stop the ancient god and his army of demons. Once and for all. However, said device is in the hands of a
dragon who wants nothing to do with politics, the gods, humanity, demons or Apollites. And especially
not her. He is the immovable object. She is the unstoppable force . . . When Apollo makes a strategic
move that backfires, he forces Falcyn back into play. Now Medea either has the weapon she needs to
save her people, or she’s unleashed total Armageddon. If she can’t find some way to control the dragon
before it’s too late, Falcyn will be an even worse plague on the world than the one Apollo has set loose.
But how can anyone control a demonic dragon whose sole birthright is world annihilation?
Dream-Hunter Lydia has been charged with the most sacred and dangerous of missions: To descend into
the Nether Realm and find the missing god of dreams before he betrays the secrets that could kill her and
her kind. What she never expects is to be taken prisoner by the Realm's most vicious guardian... Seth's
time is running out. If he can't hand over the entrance to Olympus, his own life and those of his people
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will be forfeit. No matter the torture, Seth hasn't been able to break the god in his custody. Then there's
the beautiful Dream-Hunter Lydia: She isn't just guarding the gates of Olympus—she's holding back one
of the world's darkest powers. If she fails, an ancient curse will haunt the earth once more and no one
will be safe. But evil is always seductive...
As he learns to use his hidden powers, fourteen-year-old Nick must defend himself againt demons,
shapeshfters, and an evil football coach.
The Dark-Hunters are ancient warriors who have sworn to protect mankind and the fate of the world is
in their hands. . . He is solitude. He is darkness. He is the ruler of the night. Yet Kyrian of Thrace has
just woken up handcuffed to his worst nightmare: An accountant. Worse, she's being hunted by one of
the most lethal vampires out there. And if Amanda Devereaux goes down, then he does too. But it's not
just their lives that are hanging in the balance. Kyrian and Amanda are all that stands between humanity
and oblivion. Let's hope they win.
One Silent Night
Dragonmark
Illusion
Number 5 in series

The heat is on, and a new threat to humanity has risen . . . Nick has his driver's
license and he's not afraid to use it. But turning sixteen isn't what he thought it
would be. While other boys his age are worried about prom dates and applying for
college, Nick is neck deep in enemies out to stop him from living another day. No
longer sure if he can trust anyone, his only ally seems to be the one person he's
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been told will ultimately kill him. But life spent serving the undead is anything
except ordinary. And those out to get him have summoned an ancient force so
powerful even the gods fear it. As Nick learns to command and control the
elements, the one he must master in order to combat his latest foe is the one most
likely to destroy him. As the old proverb goes, fire knows nothing of mercy, and if
Nick is to survive this latest round, he will have to sacrifice a part of himself.
However, the best sacrifice is seldom the sanest move. Sometimes it's the one that
leaves your enemies confused. And sometimes, you have to trust your enemy to save
your friends. But what do you do when that enemy is you? Inferno is the fourth book
in Sherrilyn Kenyon's Chronicles of Nick.
Infinity, Invincible, Infamous
A Dream-Hunter Novel
Dark Side of the Moon
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